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Abstract—This paper proposes an efficient approach to trans-
mission fixed cost allocation in a pool based electricity market that
takes into consideration N-1 secure annual system operation. The
optimal capacity of a transmission facility is defined as the max-
imum power flow the facility may face under a contingency sit-
uation for a certain system snapshot. In this pricing approach,
for each time interval, the largest optimal capacity of a transmis-
sion facility is calculated for all N-1 conditions considering a secu-
rity constrained optimal power flow. Charges for each facility are
based on the facility usage of the largest optimal capacity for all
time intervals during one or more years. Network usage is deter-
mined by generalized distribution factors and three variations of
theMW-Milemethod for pricing counter-flows are investigated for
the proposed cost allocation method. The three proposed pricing
methods are applied to the IEEE 24-bus reliability test system and
compared with other pricing methods.

Index Terms—Embedded cost allocation, optimal transmission
capacity, pricing counter-flows, transmission reliability margin.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N deregulated electricity markets, cost allocation of trans-
mission services is critical for transmission open access.

The cost of the basic transmission services corresponds pri-
marily to the fixed transmission cost, also referred to as the em-
bedded transmission facility cost. The cost of the transmission
network can be interpreted as the cost of operation, maintenance
and construction of the transmission system. It is expected that
all users of the transmission facilities pay for the network usage
of the system using an efficient transmission pricing mechanism
that is able to recover transmission costs and allocate them to its
network users in a fair way and to provide signals for the right
placement of new generation and transmission facilities.
Several methodologies have been proposed for the alloca-

tion of all or part of the network cost to the users of the trans-
mission system [1]. Some of them (e.g., postage stamp, con-
tract path, MW-Mile) are based on the actual network usage of
a transaction and are addressed as embedded methods, while
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others (marginal/incremental) are based on the additional trans-
mission cost that is caused by a specific electricity transaction
[2]. In a centralized/pool-based market (or a coexisting bilateral
and pool market), there are no (or limited) direct transactions
between producers and consumers. The usage-based allocation
of the fixed transmission costs is made therefore by approxi-
mate power tracing methods, used to calculate the contribution
of each user (generator or load) to each line flow.
Due to the nonlinear nature of power flow equations, it is very

difficult to decompose the network flows into components as-
sociated with individual customers. However, it is possible and
acceptable to apply approximate models or sensitivity indices
to estimate individual contributions to the network flows. Dis-
tribution factors [3] are defined by sensitivity analysis relating
a change in power injection at a certain bus to a change in the
power flow on a particular line. In tracing method [4] it is as-
sumed that nodal inflows are shared proportionally among nodal
outflows, while tracing method [5] is based on a set of defini-
tions for domains, commons and links. It is also possible to cal-
culate equivalent transactions by minimizing the total MW-km
covered in the entire system [6].
After defining each user contribution to the network flows,

total costs are allocated using an embedded method. Postage-
stamp rates are based on average system costs and often in-
clude separate charges for peak and off-peak periods, which
are functions of season, working days or holidays. MW-Mile
is a flow-based pricing scheme, where power flow and the dis-
tance between points of injection and outflow reflect transmis-
sion charges [7]. However, both pricing approaches do not con-
sider transmission congestion and the corresponding change in
the generation mix nor transmission planning attributes, such
as security of supply and economies of scale. A proper pricing
scheme should reward participants whose schedules tend to re-
lieve congestion in the network and take into consideration the
secure operation and planning of the electricity system.
Marginal pricing of transmission has been employed or

proposed in many electricity markets [3]. The marginal net-
work revenue for a transmission entity results from the spatial
discrimination of nodal prices (LMPs) due to losses and trans-
mission constraints. Part of this revenue can be also used for
financing future transmission investments [8]. Marginal pricing
of transmission provides the right economic signals for new
generation and transmission investments; however it is not
linked to actual transmission infrastructure cost. Typical mar-
ginal revenues account for a small percentage of the total fixed
cost, which leads to additional charges, called “complementary
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charges”, that are calculated using an embedded pricing method
[9].
The problem of transmission cost allocation to network users

can be divided into several sub-problems. A load flow solution
that may be representative of a certain load and generation pat-
tern or an outcome of an optimal power flow is initially needed;
then if congestions occur in the network, the marginal based re-
muneration is calculated and subtracted from total fixed cost.
The embedded transmission cost is divided between generators
and loads by a regulated percentage share. The allocation of
transmission line power flows to each network user is performed
by using a tracing method, and the remaining fixed transmis-
sion cost is allocated to transmission users using an embedded
method. Instead of calculating users’ contribution to the power
flows for only one system configuration (e.g., peak load con-
ditions), it is possible to examine the statistical analysis of the
power flow tracing results and the network users average par-
ticipation in the network loading for a certain period of time
and for several operation states of the power system [10]. The
cost of each transmission facility can be also allocated to users
according to different system states by considering either the
maximum usage each user may cause to a facility in all system
states (non-coincidence method) or the usage of each facility at
the time of its maximum loading (maximum line flow) [11].
This paper proposes a transmission pricing scheme that takes

into consideration both security and transmission planning
aspects. More specifically, it is proposed that a security con-
strained optimal power flow (SC-OPF) solution [12] is used
first to trace each user’s contribution to the line flows of the
network. In this way, a more realistic, “N-1” secure, snapshot of
the power system is used for allocating transmission fixed cost
to actual network users. The resulting power flows are a per-
centage of the installed capacities of the transmission facilities,
since these have been planned to maintain system reliability
and security under generation and transmission contingencies
in the long term.
The cost of the unused facility capacity under normal system

operation, i.e., the reliability margin cost, has been proposed in
[13] and [14] to be allocated to transmission users following a
contingency analysis. Under this regime, users are first charged
only for each transmission facility capacity they actually use
under normal operation. The remaining reliability cost is allo-
cated according to the impact each “N-1” contingency situation
has on the resulting power flows on the facility and based on net-
work usage under contingency condition. In this way, users are
forced to pay for all the reliability margin cost without actually
using it, taking into account that a different network configu-
ration would also cause a different generation dispatch. More-
over, in most of the cases, users will not fully use this reliability
margin, since the capacity of transmission facilities is usually
larger than the maximum flow through them, even in contin-
gency situations.
In this paper, the potential maximum loading of a transmis-

sion facility under all N-1 contingency situations is proposed to
be used as the capacity of the facility that is directly linked to
its fixed cost. Facility usage is proposed to be based on secure
normal operation at the time of its potential maximum loading
considering annual system operation. The proposed method is

tested and evaluated on IEEE 24-bus reliability test system. The
congestion revenue that may result from power system opera-
tion is subtracted from the total embedded cost of the transmis-
sion system. If the sum of total use of system charges cannot
satisfy this transmission fixed revenue, supplementary charges
are calculated.

II. TRANSMISSION FIXED COST PRICING METHODS

In the context of this paper, a “fair” allocation of the transmis-
sion costs to the transmission network users means that the cor-
responding use of system tariffs should reflect the actual usage
of the network considering both system operation and planning
aspects. The tariffs can be calculated ex-ante, taking into con-
sideration load forecast, generation availabilities and possible
line outages, and evaluated ex-post, when all necessary data are
available. Nevertheless, this fixed transmission cost could be al-
located to both producers and consumers in a way that matches
each transmission system special characteristics.
In this paper, distribution factors [3] are used for tracing each

user contribution to the power flows of the network, although
due to the nonlinearities of power flow equations, it is impos-
sible to physically attribute a portion of line flow to a partic-
ular user. These factors are based on DC power flow approxi-
mation and have been used for the evaluation of transmission
capacity use in many countries [15], [16]. Distribution factors,
i.e., generation shift distribution factors (GSDFs) and general-
ized generation/load distribution factors (GGDFs/GLDFs) have
been extensively used for power system security analysis to
approximate the relation between transmission line flows and
generation/load values. GSDFs are dependent on the selection
of the reference bus and independent of operational conditions
of the system, while GGDFs/GLDFs depend on line parame-
ters, system conditions and not on the reference bus location. In
order to reduce the computational time in generating a new set
of distribution factors when transmission users use a different
reference bus to accommodate their transactions, the justified
distribution factors (JDFs) can be used instead of GSDFs [17].
JDFs are independent of the reference bus and produce the same
GGDFs and GLDFs, as GSDFs do.
Postage Stamp is the most common and simple method used

by electric utilities, where an entity pays a rate equal to a fixed
charge per unit of energy transmitted. This rate does not reflect
the actual use of the system and is calculated taking into account
the magnitude of the user’s transacted power in a certain snap-
shot of the system [7]. If only the peak conditions are taken into
consideration, the postage stamp method allocates total trans-
mission cost to network users (generators and loads) as follows:

(1)

is the cost allocated to network user , TC is the total trans-
mission cost, is the power (production or consumption) of
user at the time of system peak, and is the system peak
load.
MW-Mile (MWM)method allocates fixed costs to users based

on the “extent of use” of each network facility [7]. The method
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ensures the full recovery of fixed transmission costs and reflects,
to some extent, the actual usage of transmission systems:

(2)

where is the cost per unit length of line is the length of
line is the power flow in line due to user is the
set of users, and is the set of transmission lines.
In the MW-Mile pricing method, there are three different ap-

proaches in relation with how users that cause counter-flows in
the network are charged [7]. In addition, total charges for the
network facilities can be based either on the unused (total) or on
the used transmission capacity.When based on the unused trans-
mission capacity, full recovery of the embedded transmission
cost is guaranteed. However, users are forced to pay for a part
of the transmission capacity that they do not actually use, since
power flows are always smaller than the actual transmission ca-
pacity of the facilities. Moreover, unused methods may cause
price spikes and result in greater charges deviations among users
[18].
In the used absolute MW-Mile method (abbreviated as

abs used), charges are calculated based on the MW-Miles of
network used by each user, ignoring the direction of the power
flow on the circuit [11]:

(3)

where is the cost of line is the power flow on line
caused by user and is the capacity of line . If the

sum of the absolute power flows caused by network users on a
line is greater than the capacity of the respective line, then an
adjustment is made to the calculated charges per line in order to
avoid charging users more than the fixed cost of the line.
The used reverse MW-Mile approach (abbreviated as

rev_used) takes into account power flows that are in the op-
posite direction and charges for each line are based on the net
flows [11]:

(4)

In the used zero counter-flowMW-Mile method (abbreviated
as zcf used), reverse power flows are not counted, so users re-
sponsible for the counter-flows do not pay any charge (as hap-
pens in the absolute MW-Mile approach) and do not receive any
credit (as happens in reverse MW-Mile method) [11]:

(5)

Network charges calculated by the three used transmission ca-
pacity methods cannot recover the whole transmission fixed
cost. Supplementary charges need to be calculated by other em-
bedded methods (e.g., postage stamp or MWM).

III. PROPOSED METHOD

In the three MW-Mile approaches of Section II (abs used,
rev_used, and zcf_used), transmission fixed cost is allocated to

users according to the actual capacity use of the transmission
system under normal operation, without taking into considera-
tion the reliability capacity margin and the N-1 planning prin-
ciples of the transmission system. In this paper, the reliability
margin charges for each user are incorporated in the capacity
use charges under normal operation, by assuming that the ca-
pacity of each transmission facility equals the potential max-
imum power that is transmitted through this facility for all con-
tingency conditions. In this way, the differentiated use of system
charges is related to the actual use of an “optimal” sized net-
work, where the optimal capacity of each transmission facility
is the smallest capacity the facility must have in order to suc-
cessfully carry the load due to any possible contingency for a
certain system state.
The cost of each facility is not linked any more to its max-

imum capacity, as it is the case in (3)–(5), but to its maximum
possible loading capacity. This increases the share of each fa-
cility cost that is attributed to its users via a power flow method.
The resulting charges are considered more fair, since the trans-
mission fixed cost is mainly allocated to users according to the
actual use of this “optimally” sized network. At the same time,
users are implicitly charged for the reliability margin of the
transmission system not according to their extent of use under
one possible contingency condition, but for their wheeling usage
of the “optimal” sized network under normal operation.
As in all power flow based pricing methods used in pool elec-

tricity markets, transmission charges are very much influenced
by the final generation dispatch. A small modification in the lo-
cation of the committed generators can significantly change the
calculated use of system charges for a given system state. For
this reason, it is proposed that the transmission use of system
charges for each facility is based on the dispatch that provides
the largest optimal capacity for the facility, calculated over a
yearly simulation. In that way, both energy efficiency and de-
mand response are incentivized since: 1) each user’s transmis-
sion charges are calculated considering more than one system
states, and 2) charges are still based on capacity (MW) usage,
rather than on energy (MWh) consumption.
More specifically:

(6)

where is the optimal capacity of transmission line

under load scenario ls, is the largest optimal capacity of
line corresponding to load scenario over all LS load sce-
narios. The three proposed MW-Mile approaches (abbreviated
as abs optimal, rev optimal and zcf optimal, respectively) are
calculated by (7)–(9):

(7)

(8)

(9)
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is the power flow on line caused by user under load
scenario . In (8) and (9), the users that cause counter-flows
in a facility are acknowledged without considering the actual
loading of the facility or the share of this counter-flow to the
final power flow over the facility. A different policy could
be also followed, e.g., counter-flows on a facility could be
acknowledged in the transmission cost allocation process only
if the facility is loaded more than a certain percentage of its
installed or optimal capacity.
The optimal capacity of each line for each load scenario is

provided by (10):

(10)

where is the power flow on line after an outage on
line for load scenario ls and is the short term emer-
gency rating of line . The normalization performed in (10) is
necessary since each line usage is calculated for normal
conditions. It is implicitly considered that the ratio between
short term emergency rating andmaximum capacity remains the
same for all possible optimal maximum capacities of facility .
Post-contingency power flows are one of the main indicators for
power system secure operation and planning.
The power flow on a line after a contingency situation can be

approximately calculated by using the LODF factors [19]:

(11)

where is the power flow on line under normal oper-
ation for scenario ls and represents the impact the
outage of line has on the post contingency flow of line .
The steps of the proposed method are the following:
1) Calculate users’ contribution to each transmission facility
for each load scenario by using the GLDFs and/or
GGDFs distribution factors [3].

2) Calculate the post contingency power flows for all the
transmission facilities for all the LS load scenarios using
(11).

3) For each transmission facility, find the optimal capacity for
each load scenario using (10).

4) For each transmission facility, find the maximum optimal
capacity over all load scenarios and the relative load sce-
nario that provides this value using (6).

5) Calculate transmission use of system charges for each of
the users of the network by one of the three pricing
methods, i.e., (7), (8), or (9), by using the optimal capac-
ities and the relative load scenarios for each
facility .

For almost all the lines of the network, the maximum flow
on a transmission facility under a contingency situation has
the same direction with the power flow on the same facility
under normal operation. This maximum power flow is the
capacity that is charged to network users according to their
relative use under normal operation. Overall, the cost of the
used capacity of a transmission facility that corresponds to the
power flow and (part of) the reliability margin cost

that corresponds to the unused capacity is
allocated according to (7)–(9), while the cost of the rest of the
unused transmission facility capacity is allocated to users by
an embedded method (e.g., postage stamp). In this way, a more
fair, market oriented allocation of the transmission facility fixed
cost is accomplished, ensuring that the reliability capacity cost
is mostly charged according to the actual usage of the facility
and this usage is derived from the system snapshot that requires
the maximum optimal capacity of this facility. Overall, a higher
share of transmission fixed cost is allocated to users according
to actual network usage, rather than socializing all the cost of
the unused capacity of transmission facilities for reliability.
Fig. 1 shows schematically the optimal capacity of a

transmission facility for each simulated load scenario
. Taking the first load scenario (peak

load scenario) =1 for example, we can see that under
normal operation, the power flow on facility
is well below the maximum capacity of the
facility. Using (11), the post contingency power flows

over this
facility for each -1 situation are shown in Fig. 1 using dashed
lines. The maximum post contingency absolute power flow

provides the optimal capacity for this peak load
scenario. By repeating calculations for all LS load scenarios, we
can see in Fig. 1, that the scenario that provides the maximum
optimal capacity over all scenarios is the second ,
since is the maximum among all . Use of system
charges for each user for that facility is proposed to be based
on the second load scenario by using users’ contributions

to transmission facility power flow .

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed algorithm is tested on the IEEE 24-bus relia-
bility test system [20] considering generation data as in [21].
The test system and the generation and demand data are pre-
sented in the Appendix. It is assumed that the annual fixed cost
of transmission lines at 138 kV is 10 k$/km and at 230 kV is 20
k$/km. The annual fixed cost for each 138/230 kV transformer
is assumed 500 k$. Total annual fixed cost for the 24-bus test
system is $19.12 million and it is assumed allocated only to
consumers. The radial line connecting nodes 7 and 8 is replaced
by two parallel transmission lines having overall the same elec-
trical and cost characteristics as the original one.
Table I shows the load duration [20] and the simulation load

for each of the eight load scenarios used in the proposed algo-
rithm. Table II presents the results of the SC-OPF for the peak
load scenario in conjunction with the optimal capacity of the
transmission lines and the relevant load scenario (ls), as calcu-
lated by (6). In order to have a realistic view of the committed
generators topology, spinning reserve equal to the largest com-
mitted generator must be also available by the committed gen-
erators.
The N-1 security criterion imposes constraints on the re-

sulting power flows of lines 13 and 14 that limit their line
loading for the peak load scenario. As a result, the optimal
capacity of these lines for the peak load scenario equals their
maximum capacity, as Table II shows. Only for the 15 out of the
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Fig. 1. Optimal capacity and facility usage of transmission facility for user
for each simulated load scenario.

TABLE I
LOAD DURATION AND MEAN LOAD FOR EACH SIMULATED

LOAD SCENARIO FOR THE IEEE 24-BUS RELIABILITY TEST SYSTEM

39 transmission lines of the network the corresponding optimal
capacity occurs at peak load scenario , as can be seen
at the last column of Table II. If transmission charges were
calculated with reference to the power flows of the peak load
scenario, only a small percentage of the total fixed transmission
costs would be allocated by the MW-Mile methods (3)–(5),
since the effect the N-1 criterion has on the resulting power
flows would be neglected. This is presented in Table III, where
for almost all the lines of the network, a higher share of each
line’s annual cost is allocated by the proposed method, when
compared to the simple MW-Mile method.
In Tables II and III, the optimal capacity and the resulting per-

centage of allocated cost when using only the results of the peak
load power flows are also presented. Users’ charges for this case
are calculated based on their relative line usage and the optimal
line capacities as calculated only for the peak load scenario. By
using all load scenarios, the snapshot corresponding to the op-

TABLE II
MAXIMUM AND OPTIMAL CAPACITY

FOR THE IEEE 24-BUS RELIABILITY TEST SYSTEM

timal capacity of a transmission line being closer to its capacity
is selected for calculating users charges for that line’s fixed cost.
This ensures that each line’s fixed cost (directly related to its in-
stalled capacity) is divided among users according to the rela-
tive line usage for the load scenario when the installed capacity
is mostly needed.
Figs. 2–4 show the transmission charges per peak load ob-

tained by the postage stamp, the used MW-Mile and the pro-
posed optimal MW-Mile methods for each demand node. In the
MW-Mile methods all supplementary charges have been cal-
culated by the postage stamp method (1), since these charges
correspond to spare transmission capacity that can be attributed
to oversized or stranded transmission investments. For example,
the abs used method allocates 68.4% of the total fixed transmis-
sion cost to users, as Table III shows, while the supplementary
charges (abbreviated as supp abs used) recover the rest 31.6%
of the total cost by the postage stamp method. The supplemen-
tary charges for the rest of the pricing methods (supp rev used,
supp zcf used, supp abs opt, supp rev opt, supp zcf opt) are
calculated similarly.
In all proposed pricing methods, the general trend of charges

(higher at nodes with lower voltage levels located far from
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TABLE III
PERCENTAGE ALLOCATION OF TOTAL COST
THROUGH NORMAL OPERATION USAGE

Fig. 2. Consumer annual fixed cost charges per peak load based on the used ab-
solute and the absolute optimalmethods for IEEE 24-bus reliability test system.

cheap generation) is followed, however, a more fair allocation
of transmission fixed cost is achieved. For example, the power
flow at peak load scenario for line 23 under a SC-OPF corre-
sponds to the 36.8% of its installed capacity. Under the simple
zcf used method, only the 47.9% of its fixed cost is charged to
users according to (5), while the rest 52.1% is allocated uni-
formly by postage stamp. The load scenario that provides the
maximum optimal capacity for line 23 is the fifth, for which the

Fig. 3. Consumer annual fixed cost charges per peak load based on the used
reverse and the reverse optimalmethods for IEEE 24-bus reliability test system.

Fig. 4. Consumer annual fixed cost charges per peak load based on the used
zero counter-flow and the zero counter-flow optimal methods for IEEE 24-bus
reliability test system.

power flow and the optimal capacity equal 52.3% and 64.6%
of the installed capacity, respectively. This is mostly due to the
different generation dispatch topology (the production of gen-
erators at node 13 is zero for the fifth load scenario). Under the
proposed zcf optimal method, 83.7% of line 23 fixed cost will
be charged to line users according to the relative usage at the
fifth load scenario using (9), and only 16.3% will be allocated
via postage stamp. The percentage of the fixed cost charged to
users according to the line usage is indicative of the “fairness”
of the method and can be used as a “fairness” metric. In Fig. 5,
final fixed cost allocation (including supplementary charges)
for four indicative lines of the test system is illustrated by using
the proposed and the original absolute MW-Mile methods. It is
shown that the actual beneficiaries from the installed capacity
of each line are charged more for the fixed cost of this line
compared to the original MW-Mile method.
In general, by using distribution factors tracing method,

charges for each transmission facility are produced for all
users of the system, since all users utilize all transmission lines
no matter how far they are located. However, this method is
very sensitive to system operating conditions and can produce
different results for different operating snapshots. Absolute
methods give a more realistic representation of network usage
but do not take into consideration the direction of each user’s
contribution. Zero counter-flow methods provide a satisfactory
remuneration to the transmission owner, while incentivizing
users that cause counter-flows without crediting any usage of
the network as the reverse methods do. Nevertheless, trans-
mission charges are likely to remain stable if beneficiaries are
identified for a longer operating period and counter-flows are
acknowledged for certain loading or system conditions.
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Fig. 5. Percentage share of final fixed cost charges for lines 5, 15, 23, and 37
based on the used absolute and the absolute optimal methods for IEEE 24-bus
reliability test system.

In order to show the effect a new transmission investment will
have on transmission charges, a new line between nodes 8 and
9 is introduced in the network, with the same characteristics as
the one already installed, but not exposed to “common mode”
outages with the original one. This new line alleviates the se-
curity constraint of that branch that is active for almost 30% of
the time in a year and helps transfer cheaper power through line
7–8 to remote node 7. This new line increases the annual trans-
mission fixed cost by 2.25% (i.e., 430 k$). In Fig. 6, the actual
(percentage) charges for the new line between nodes 8 and 9

Fig. 6. Percentage share of final fixed cost charges for new line 8–9 and percent
change of total transmission fixed charges compared to base case after the in-
stallation of a new line between nodes 8 and 9 when based on zero counter-flow
methods for IEEE 24-bus reliability test system.

Fig. 7. Optimal capacities per transmission line before and after the installation
of a new line between nodes 8 and 9 for IEEE 24-bus reliability test system.

are presented along with the percent change of final total fixed
charges compared to the base case transmission charges using
the zero counter-flow methods. In Fig. 7, the new optimal ca-
pacities of the transmission facilities as calculated by (6) after
the installation of a new line between nodes 8 and 9 are com-
pared with the optimal capacities of Table II.
By using the proposedmethod, the transmission use of system

charges for the new line is mostly allocated to users that directly
benefit from that line (i.e., users at nodes 7 and 8), while the
rest of the network charges change according to the resulting
different usage of the network in the annual operation of the
system. The expected annual economic (monetary) benefits in
the energy market along with the relative usage of this new line
can be used in a “beneficiary pays” principle for allocating the
annual fixed cost of the line to the identified beneficiaries.
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Fig. 8. IEEE 24-bus reliability test system.

TABLE IV
GENERATION AND DEMAND DATA FOR IEEE

24-BUS RELIABILITY TEST SYSTEM

V. CONCLUSION

In a deregulated environment, generation costs and location
are major drivers for transmission investments. In that sense,
transmission use of system charges should reflect the actual
usage of transmission system and allocate the maximum pos-
sible part of the transmission fixed cost by power flow-based
methods. Pricing only the peak load condition (or several peaks
throughout a year) helps reduce the need for new transmission

capacity and expensive peak generation, but does not provide
incentives for increased efficiency and correct signals for the
location of new demand (and generation).
In this paper, a more fair power flow based transmission

pricing scheme is proposed where transmission fixed cost
allocation is based on the largest optimal capacity a facility
faces during the annual operation of the system and the rele-
vant facility usage for that snapshot. Extension to more years
is straightforward. The three proposed MW-Mile variations
considering counter-flow pricing are tested on IEEE 24-bus
reliability test system. The proposed pricing methods take
implicitly into consideration the N-1 security criterion that
drives both transmission planning and power system operation,
and allocate part or all of the reliability capacity cost of a
transmission facility to network users.

APPENDIX

Table IV provides the generation and demand data for the
case study and Fig. 8 shows the IEEE 24-bus reliability test
system.
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